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Abstract (en)
A stencil printing machine includes a printing drum having a flexible ink-permeable circumferential wall adapted to receive a perforated stencil sheet
around an outer circumferential surface thereof, the printing drum being rotated around a central axis thereof; a squeegee roller (1) having an axis
and situated inside the printing drum to be parallel to the central axis of the printing drum, the squeegee roller (1) being rotated around the axis in
synchronization with rotation of the printing drum with an outer circumferential surface of the printing drum; a pair of bearing members (39) attached
to end portions of the axis of the squeegee roller (1); a pair of adjusting screws (49) situated perpendicular to the axis of the squeegee roller (1) and
fixed to the pair of bearing members (39), the pair of adjusting screws (49) supporting the axis of the doctor roller (41) so that the axis of the doctor
roller is movably supported; a pair of worm wheels (53) engaging the pair of adjusting screws (49) respectively; a pair of worm gears (59) connected
together and engaging the pair of worm wheels (53), respectively, so that when the pair of worm gears (59) is rotated, the pair of worm wheels (53)
is rotated simultaneously. <IMAGE>
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